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I. PERSONS INVOLVED 
 
Involved Officer  
 
Name:     Lance Spiotto, P# 4774    
Date of hire:    -94 
Area of assignment:   Homicide and Sex Crimes Bureau (HSCB) 
Squad:    SOAP22 
Call sign:     
Shift hours:    Varies 
Days off:    Saturday/Sunday/Monday 
Statement given to FIT: No 
 
Weapon  
 Make: Smith and Wesson 
 Model: 642 
 Caliber: .38 +P 

Serial number:  
 
Suspect   
 
Name: Ronald Clark   
DOB:  -70   
SSN:     
ID: 1690597  
Race: Black 
Height/Weight: 6’3”/213 lbs  
Hair/Eyes: Black/Brown  
Address: 3851 Wynn Road, #2078 
 Las Vegas, NV 89103   
Weapon  

Make: Beretta   
Model: PX4 Storm  
Caliber:  .40  
Serial number: PY27692  
   

Criminal charges Clark was Robbery with a Deadly Weapon 
booked for on 12-20-16: Robbery 
 Burglary with a Firearm 
 Assault with a Deadly Weapon (3 counts)  
 Prohibited Person Possession of a Firearm (2 counts) 
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II. PERSONS AT THE SCENE 
 
The majority of LVMPD personnel who arrived on this event were documented on the LVMPD 
Unit Log. Refer to the Unit Log for a complete listing of those individual’s names, personnel 
numbers, and call signs.   
 
The below listed persons responded to the primary and/or secondary incident scenes of this 
event but were not on the LVMPD Unit Log.  
 
LAW ENFORCEMENT INVESTIGATIONS & ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

1) Assistant Sheriff Thomas Roberts P# 4589  
 
POLICE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (PEAP) 

1) Peer Counselor Jeremy Levy P# 6648 
2) Peer Counselor Michael Springer P# 6278 

 
CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 

1) Assistant District Attorney Robert Daskas 
 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ASSOCIATIONS 
 

LAS VEGAS POLICE MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS ASSOCIATION (LVPMSA) 
1) Sergeant Michelle Jotz P# 4964 

 
LAS VEGAS POLICE PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION (LVPPA) 

1) Officer Michael Ramirez P# 9057 
2) Officer Tyler Todd P# 8411 
3) Attorney David Roger 

 
MEDICAL PERSONNEL  
 

AMERICAN MEDICAL RESPONSE (AMR) – UNIT 201 
 

CLARK COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT – ENGINE 22 
 
      UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER OF SOUTHERN NEVADA (UMC)  

1) Doctor James Preddy 
 
III. INCIDENT DETAILS 
 
On 12-19-16, Debra Finn was working as a receptionist at the West Flamingo Animal Hospital 
located at 5445 W. Flamingo Road. Finn was at the front of the business along with two other 
receptionists, Elisha Hatton and Britney Hanna. Two customers were in the front of the business; 
Anne Panetta who was at the register area being helped by Finn and off duty LVMPD Detective 
Lance Spiotto. Detective Spiotto was seated near the entrance of the business with his dog as 
he waited to talk to the receptionists.  
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At approximately 14:33 hours, a black male adult [Ronald Clark] entered the business. Clark had 
on a black colored hooded sweatshirt with the hood pulled over his head, a pair of dark 
sunglasses and a red bandana covering his face. Clark immediately went to the front counter, 
pushed past Panetta, and demanded money while he placed his right hand in his pocket and 
pointed the pocket toward Finn. Clark stated, “Give me your cash!” Finn put her hands up in the 
air because she believed Clark had a firearm and backed away from the counter. Panetta 
believed Clark was there to commit a robbery. She grabbed her dog and moved into the 
employee area. Clark reached completely over the counter and opened the drawer which 
contained the cash box. As Clark reached over the counter, he removed his right hand from his 
pocket and brandished a black semiautomatic handgun. All three of the receptionists (Finn, 
Hanna and Hatton) saw the handgun and believed they were in danger and feared for their lives. 
Clark removed the cash box, placed it under his left arm and turned to exit the building.  
  
As Clark approached Detective Spiotto, Detective Spiotto drew his firearm, pointed it toward 
Clark and gave Clark verbal commands to drop the gun. Clark swatted Detective Spiotto’s 
firearm away from his face and the two got into a violent physical altercation. The fight inside of 
the business lasted nearly one minute. While Detective Spiotto and Clark were fighting, Finn, 
Hanna and Hatton dropped to the ground and crawled out of the receptionist area. 
 
As Finn, Hanna and Hatton crawled toward the back of the business, they encountered Doctor 
Christopher Yach, the owner and head veterinarian of the West Flamingo Animal Hospital. They 
told Doctor Yach about the robbery and that Clark had a gun. All three receptionists heard 
approximately two gunshots from the front of the business. Doctor Yach had his employees 
continue to the back of the hospital and advised them to call 9-1-1. 
 
During the altercation Clark had Detective Spiotto pinned to the ground. Clark struck Detective 
Spiotto several times in the head and took Detective Spiotto’s firearm. Clark attempted to move 
toward the door but was tripped by Detective Spiotto. The fight continued through the lobby and 
then outside. Clark freed himself from Detective Spiotto and fled east from the business then 
south on Solteros Street. Detective Spiotto’s firearm was later located on the west sidewalk of 
Solteros Street, south of W. Flamingo Road, adjacent to the animal hospital. Detective Spiotto’s 
firearm was apparently dropped by Clark as he fled the scene.  
 
Detective Spiotto returned to the West Flamingo Animal Hospital and paused in the doorway as 
he called for help. Doctor Yach carefully moved to the lobby where the struggle took place not 
knowing if Clark was still inside the building. Doctor Yach observed Detective Spiotto in the 
doorway and a wallet on the ground. Doctor Yach retrieved the wallet to see if it identified the 
person in the doorway, then he was informed by his staff the person in the doorway was 
Detective Spiotto and he was a police officer. Doctor Yach checked the wallet and discovered it 
belonged to a Ronald Clark, and then made sure Detective Spiotto was okay. 
 
After Clark fled the scene, Detective Spiotto retrieved his LVMPD handheld radio from his 
personal vehicle and advised Spring Valley Area Command Dispatch of the event.  
Simultaneously, LVMPD Dispatch received a 9-1-1 call from inside of the business reporting the 
robbery and shots being fired. The call for service based on the 9-1-1 call was dispatched over 
Enterprise Area Command radio channel.   
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Patrol Sergeant Sabino was the first unit to arrive on scene. Upon arrival, Sergeant Sabino came 
in contact with Detective Spiotto and obtained information in reference to the robbery and 
suspect description. Sergeant Sabino also discovered Detective Spiotto discharged his firearm 
during the event. A perimeter was established around the area in an attempt to locate Clark. 
 
While setting up a perimeter a traffic officer was flagged down by a resident identified as Paul 
Harbough, who stated a black male [Lashawn Hill] ran through his yard and went inside of an 
apartment. Harbough directed officers to the apartment where Hill had ran into. Officers set up 
containment around 5375 Retablo Avenue, apartment #2. The occupants were asked to exit the 
apartment and were detained. The occupants were identified as Tera Doyle and Lashawn Hill. 
Hill was determined to be the person who ran through Harbough’s yard; however, Hill was ruled 
out as being involved in the robbery.    
 
Due to the fact Detective Spiotto intentionally discharged his firearm during his encounter with 
Clark, the Force Investigation Team (FIT) responded and assumed the responsibility of the 
investigation.  
 
Upon arrival of investigators, Detective Hodson conducted a briefing. The following persons 
were present: 
 
1) Deputy Chief Mathew McCarthy   (Investigative Services Division) 
2) Captain David Lewis     (Criminalistics Bureau) 
3) Captain Roxanne McDaris    (EAC) 
4) Captain John McGrath    (IOCP) 
5) Captain David O’Leary    (TCB) 
6) Lieutenant Jack Clements    (TCB/Robbery) 
7) Lieutenant Rick Given    (SVAC/PD) 
8) Lieutenant William Huddler    (IOCP/FIT) 
9) Lieutenant Kelly McMahill    (IOCP/CIRT) 
10) Lieutenant Reggie Rader    (EAC/PD) 
11) Sergeant Geordinno Bagaporo   (EAC/PD) 
12) Sergeant Jeff Clark     (PIO) 
13) Sergeant Jerry MacDonald    (IOCP/FIT) 
14) Sergeant Kyle Ward     (IOCP/CIRT) 
15) Detective Trever Alsup    (IOCP/FIT) 
16) Detective Marc Colon     (IOCP/FIT) 
17) Detective Cesar Garcia    (TCB/Robbery) 
18) Detective Jason Hanshew    (TCB/Robbery) 
19) Detective Breck Hodson    (EAC/PD) 
20) Detective Patrick Hughes    (IOCP/CIRT) 
21) Detective Kasey Kirkegard    (IOCP/CIRT) 
22) Detective Carlos Luna    (TCB/Robbery) 
23) Detective Karl Lorson     (TCB/Robbery) 
24) Detective Joseph Patton    (IOCP/FIT) 
25) Detective Blake Penny    (IOCP/FIT) 
26) Detective Theodore Weirauch   (TCB/Robbery) 
27) Officer Robert Alford     (SVAC/ACIO) 
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28) Crime Scene Analyst Supervisor Jeffrey Smink (CSI) 
29) Senior Crime Scene Analyst Bradley Grover (CSI)  
 
Following the briefing, Detectives Patton and Penny were assigned as the case agents and given 
the responsibility of documenting the crime scene with crime scene analysts. Detectives Alsup, 
Colon and Leavitt were assigned to interview available witnesses. Detective Jex was assigned 
responsibilities at the hospital, which included interviewing any possible witnesses.  
 
During the investigation, an address for Clark was obtained by the Major Violator Section. Major 
Violator detectives established surveillance at 3851 Wynn Road, building Q, apartment #2078. 
While on surveillance, a person matching Clark’s description was seen outside of the apartment. 
Clark was positively identified by two Major Violator detectives. Detectives attempted to make 
contact with Clark, but Clark ran into the apartment and refused to exit. Detectives set up a 
perimeter around the apartment and additional units responded to assist.   
 
While detectives attempted to make contact with Clark, two other occupants of the apartment, 
Jeremiah Dieckman and Tyrone Plummer, exited. Dieckman was interviewed and stated Clark 
had crawled into the attic. A barricade was established and Special Weapons and Tactics 
(SWAT) and the Crisis Negotiation Team (CNT) were requested to the scene.   
 
At approximately 22:03 hours, Clark was taken into custody by SWAT and turned over to FIT. A 
search warrant was served at Clark’s apartment, and Clark was booked into the Clark County 
Detention Center. 
 
IV. BODY WORN CAMERAS 
 
Sergeant Victor Sabino 
 
Sergeant MacDonald took custody of Sergeant Sabino’s body worn camera and secured it. The 
video footage was later viewed by Detective Patton.  
 
The body worn camera did not capture the actual use of force by Detective Spiotto. The video 
footage showed Sergeant Sabino arrive on scene and documented his interaction with Detective 
Spiotto.   
 
V. ANIMAL HOSPITAL VIDEO 
 
West Flamingo Animal Hospital Lobby Surveillance Cameras 
 
West Flamingo Animal Hospital Surveillance Camera #01: 

- Mounted in the dog side of the lobby facing the employee counter and cat lobby. 
 
West Flamingo Animal Hospital Surveillance Camera #16: 

- Mounted in the cat side of the lobby facing the employee counter and dog lobby. 
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Time 
(hours)  

Description of Event/Action Source 

14:24:49 Camera footage began.   Surveillance Camera #01 
14:32:06 Detective Spiotto entered the dog lobby with his dog.  

Detective Spiotto weighed his dog and sat on the 
bench closest to the lobby doors. 

Surveillance Camera #16 

14:33:38 Clark was seen through the windows walking outside 
towards the lobby doors. 

Surveillance Camera #16 

14:33:43 Clark entered the lobby and approached the counter. Surveillance Camera #16 
14:33:46 Clark entered the camera view and approached the 

counter. Witness Panetta was standing at the counter 
being assisted by employee Finn. Employees Hanna 
and Chase were in the front counter area. 

Surveillance Camera #01 

14:33:51 Clark reached over the counter with his left hand and 
his right hand was concealed in his sweatshirt. Hanna 
moved back and raised her hands. 

Surveillance Camera #01 

14:33:53 Detective Spiotto was seen reaching down and 
retrieving his revolver. 

Surveillance Camera #16 

14:33:54 Clark exposed his handgun with his right hand and 
opened the cash box drawer with his left hand. 

Surveillance Camera #01 

14:33:55 Clark turned away from the counter. He had the gray 
cash box under his left arm and was holding his 
handgun in his right hand. 

Surveillance Camera #01 

14:33:56 Clark turned to leave and passed Detective Spiotto.  
Detective Spiotto aimed his revolver at Clark and 
stood. Clark aimed his handgun at Detective Spiotto. 

Surveillance Camera #16 

14:33:57 A physical fight between Clark and Detective Spiotto 
began. Clark and Detective Spiotto were on their feet 
and fighting over their handguns.   

Surveillance Camera #16 

14:33:58 Finn, Hanna and Chase got on the floor and began to 
crawl out of the office area towards the back of the 
hospital. 

Surveillance Camera #01 

14:34:08 Clark and Detective Spiotto entered the camera view 
and were engaged in a physical fight. Clark and 
Detective Spiotto fell to the ground, and Detective 
Spiotto’s revolver was visible in his right hand. 

Surveillance Camera #01 

14:34:26 Clark and Detective Spiotto continued fighting over 
Detective Spiotto’s handgun. Detective Spiotto 
discharged one round, which struck the base of the 
counter. 

Surveillance Camera #01 

14:34:35 Clark had Detective Spiotto pinned to the ground and 
disarmed him. Clark turned to flee and in his right hand 
was Detective Spiotto’s revolver.  

Surveillance Camera #01 

14:34:36 Detective Spiotto tripped Clark, and Clark’s wallet fell 
out of his pants and onto the tile floor.    

Surveillance Camera #01 

14:34:38 Clark turned to face Detective Spiotto while on the 
ground and aimed the revolver at Detective Spiotto.   

Surveillance Camera #01 
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Time 
(hours)  

Description of Event/Action Source 

14:34:40 The ground fight continued. Surveillance Camera #16 
14:34:44 Clark stood up while Detective Spiotto held Clark’s 

legs. Clark pistol whipped Detective Spiotto on the 
head. The fight continued towards the lobby doors. 

Surveillance Camera #16 

14:34:56 Clark exited the lobby doors. Detective Spiotto was on 
his knees and still held onto Clark’s legs. 

Surveillance Camera #16 

14:35:05 The fight was still visible on the sidewalk outside the 
lobby door.  

Surveillance Camera #16 

14:35:11 Clark was seen running by the windows and then fell. 
Clark disappeared from camera view. 

Surveillance Camera #16 

14:35:39 Detective Spiotto was seen walking outside where 
Clark was last seen running.  

Surveillance Camera #16 

14:37:03 Doctor Yach entered the lobby from the back of the 
hospital with a second male employee.   

Surveillance Camera #01 

14:37:36 Doctor Yach put the cash box on the counter. Surveillance Camera #01 
14:37:37 Doctor Yach picked up Clark’s wallet from the floor, 

looked at it, and put it on the counter next to the cash 
box.   

Surveillance Camera #01 

14:37:45  
 

Several employees entered and exited the lobby and 
office area. 

Surveillance Camera #01 

14:40:01 The camera footage ended. Surveillance Camera #01 
 
VI. HOSPITAL 
 
Hospital Investigation 
 
On 12-19-16, at approximately 1530 hours, Detective Jex responded to University Medical 
Center – Trauma and made contact with Detective Spiotto. Below in italics is the Officer’s Report 
authored by Detective Jex detailing the hospital investigation.   
 
On 12-19-2016, at approximately 1500 hours, off duty Detective Lance Spiotto was involved in 
an officer involved shooting (OIS) at the Flamingo Animal Hospital located at 5445 W. Flamingo 
Blvd. The Force Investigation Team was activated and went en route to the scene to assume 
responsibilities of the investigation. 
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I went to Detective Spiotto’s bed and he was being attended to by medical staff so I waited to 
make contact with him. I made contact with Sergeant Junge whom I had been advised had 
conducted a Public Safety Statement from Detective Spiotto. Sergeant Junge and I went to the 
lounge area inside Trauma. At 1605 hours I obtained a taped PSS statement from him. After the 
interview we returned to the area where Detective Spiotto was located.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
I obtained the investigative information that I needed and called Sergeant Jerry MacDonald who 
was at the scene of the OIS. I advised Sergeant MacDonald that Detective Spiotto’s handgun 
was a Smith & Wesson .38 caliber AirWeight and there  

.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
I made contact with the attending doctor Jim Preddy. Doctor Preddy advised me Detective 
Spiotto had a laceration to the right rear of his scalp that would require stitches or a staple and 
that Detective Spiotto had refused to have the wound stitched. He further advised he had 
abrasions to the left rear of his scalp, abrasions on his hands and fingers, a laceration above his 
right eye and left ear, and an abrasion on his right elbow. Doctor Preddy advised me that 
Detective Spiotto’s injuries were minor and he was going to be released as soon as his 
evaluation was complete. 
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VII. SCENE WALK-THROUGHS  
 
The purpose of the scene walk-through was to help investigators develop an understanding of 
the scene, including identifying officer location at the time deadly force was used, identifying 
potential physical evidence, and re-creating a timeline of the incident.  
 
Due to Detective Spiotto being transported to University Medical Center, a walk-though was not 
conducted.   
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VIII. PUBLIC SAFETY STATEMENT (PSS) 
 
On 12-19-16, at approximately 16:05 hours, Detective Jex interviewed Sergeant Junge in 
reference to the Public Safety Statement he obtained from Detective Spiotto. Below is the 
transcript of the interview. Note: Detective Craig Jex (CJ) and Sergeant Steve Junge (SJ).  
 
CJ: Operator, this is Detective C. Jex, P# 5597, with the Force Investigation Team, conducting 

a Public Safety Statement for Event# 161219-2352. The location of the, uh, Public Safety 
Statement is at UMC. The time is 4:05. The location of this officer-involved shooting is at 
5445 West Flamingo up in Sam 1 at the West Flamingo Animal Hospital. The person 
giving the Public Safety Statement is Sergeant Steve Junge, J-U-N-G-E, P# 4043. He is 
a Robbery sergeant. The officer that’s involved with this officer-involved ss…shooting is 
Detective Lance, L-A-N-C-E Spiotto, S-P-I-O-T-T-O, P# 4774. He was off duty. All right. 
Uh, Sergeant Junge, uh, you understand this is being recorded, correct?   

 
SJ: Yes. 
 
CJ: Okay. Uh, for this Public Safety Statement what I’d like for you to do is, uh, um, using the 

LVMPD Public Safety Statement card just go down this questions, um, state what the 
question is and then the answer to each one of the questions. Go ahead. 

 
SJ: Okay. So, I first asked, uh, question 1: “Dis…did you discharge your firearm?” He stated, 

“Yes.” 
 “If so, uh…” Uh, A: “If so, in what direction?” Uh, being inside the business he couldn’t 

give a specific, uh, uh, compass direction, but, um, he was standing at the front counter 
and, uh, two (2) shots were fired toward the coffee pot. Um, uh, uh, again, I’m not sure 
the actual compass direction. 

 Um, B: “Approximately where were you located when you fired?” He stated he was 
standing near the front counter of the animal hospital.  

 Uh, C: “How many shots do you think you fired?” He stated, “Two (2) shots.” 
 Question 2: “Is anyone injured?” He stated he believes the first round entered in the upper 

torso of the suspect, um, and unsure on the second round. Um, he further stated that he 
was in a…middle of a physical fight with the suspect at the time, so those shots were 
point-blank, um, and it was rather, uh, hectic.    

 Question 3: “Are there any outstanding suspects?” “Uh, the single suspect, uh, from the 
robbery is outstanding.” 

 Um, “If so…” Uh, A: “If so, what was their description?” “The suspect description is a black 
male adult, approximately 6’2”, 160 pounds, thin build, wearing a dark bandana, a dark 
hoodie, dark sweatpants, sunglasses, and that he was armed with a large frame 
semiautomatic handgun.” 

 Um, part B: “What direction and mode of travel?” He was last seen leaving on foot, 
possibly southbound, out the front door.  

 C: “How long have they been gone?” Uh, he, he wasn’t sure, uh, what the…from the time 
frame of him being transported to UMC which is considerable distance.  

 Um, D: “What crime have they committed?” He stated it was a robbery in progress.  
 E, uh letter E: “What type of weapon, uh, do they have?” Again, it was a, uh, large frame, 

uh, semiautomatic handgun.  
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 Question 4 I asked: “Is it possible the suspect fired rounds at you?” Uh, Detective Spiotto 
stated he did not believe so. 

 Ques…uh, subsection A: “If so, what direction were the rounds fired from?” Not 
applicable. 

 Subsection B: “How many shots do you think the shot…uh, suspect fired?” Again, not 
applicable.  

 Subsection C: “Approximately where was the suspect located when they fired?” And 
again, not applicable.  

 Question 5: “Do you know if any other officers discharged their firearms?” Uh, he stated 
no officers were arrived, he was, uh, the only person, um…the only officer there while he 
was off duty.  

 Uh, subsection A: “If so, uh, who are they?” That’s not applicable. 
 Subsection B: “Approximately where was the officer located when they fired?” Again, not 

applicable. 
 Question 6: “Are there any weapons or evidence that need to be secured or protected?” 

He stated that his .38 caliber, uh, revolver, um, he believes is on the scene, and, uh, 
possibly on the front, uh, sidewalk outside the business. He also stated in regard to other 
evidence of a cash tray that the suspect had been handling. He doesn’t know if the 
suspect, uh, made it aw…made it away, uh, with the cash, um, uh, till. 

 Subsection A: “If so, where are they located?” Uh, the .38 caliber, uh, bb…he believes is 
out front, and unknown on the cash tray.  

 Question 7: “Are you aware of any other witnesses?” Um, he stated he’d, uh…just the, 
uh, uh, um, employees of the animal hospital.  

 Subsection A: “If so, what is their location?” And he believes they should be at the animal 
hospital. 

 
CJ: Okay. Operator, that’s the end of the P, uh…Pl…PSS, Public Safety Statement. The time 

is 4:11.  
 
On 12-19-16, at approximately 17:42 hours, Detective Colon interviewed Sergeant Sabino in 
reference to the Public Safety Statement he obtained from Detective Spiotto. Below is the 
transcript of the interview. Note: Detective Marc Colon (MC) and Sergeant Vic Sabino (VS).  
 
MC: Operator, this is Detective Colon, with the Force Investigation Team, conducting a Public 

Safety Statement interview with Sergeant Sabino, P# 5469. Uh, Sergeant Sabino took 
the Public Safety Statement from Detective Lance Spiotto, P# 4774, under Event 161219-
2352. He took the Public Safety Statement at approximately 1445 hours. Uh, Sergeant 
Sabino, if you will, proceed with your Public Safety Statement. 

  
VS: When I asked the detective if he discharged his firearm he said, “Yes.” 
 Um, ww…when I asked him approximately where he was located when he fired he said, 

“By the front desk,” referring to the front desk of the veterinary hospital where the crime 
occurred.  

 Um, “how…” I asked him how many shots did he think he fired. He said, uh, “Two (2) 
times.” 

 Um, when I asked if, uh…I could see that he had visible injuries, lacerations to his head 
and face. And as far as injuries go, he believed he, um, did shoot the suspect.  
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 “Are there…” Um, as far as the suspect goes, description he provided me was a BMA, 
uh, 6’0”, a skinny build, about 160, uh, dark black hooded sweatshirt, and black pants.  

 Uh, direction of travel was southbound on Solteros was the direction. He said, 
“Southbound,” and pointed south on Solteros.  

 And, um, from the story I obtained from him, it appears the crime was, uh…he interrupted 
a robbery in progress.  

 And his firearm, um, was located near where he was standing, laying on the sidewalk. It 
looked like, uh, a revolver, silver in color.   

 
MC: Uh, when you say his firearm whose… 
 
VS: I’m sorry, I’m referring to the detective’s.  
 
MC: Okay.  
 
VS: And that is it. 
 
MC: Okay. Operator, that concludes the Public Safety Statement. It is 1745 hours, and today 

is December 19, 2016. Thank you.  
 
IX. OFFICER WEAPON COUNTDOWNS  
 
On 12-19-16, Detective Spiotto’s firearm was located on the west sidewalk of Solteros Street, 
south of W. Flamingo Road.  
 
The firearm was found with the cylinder open, three expended cartridges in the cylinder, and two 
live cartridges partially out of the cylinder. The firearm was photographed prior to being 
recovered.  
 

Make  Smith & Wesson 
Model Airweight 642-1 
Serial Number  

Caliber .38 SPL 
Ammunition R-P 38 SPL +P 
Cylinder from Weapon Capacity: 5 cartridges 

Countdown: 3 cartridges 
 
Upon the recovery of the firearm and examination of the scene, it was determined Detective 
Spiotto’s firearm was discharged twice inside of the animal hospital. It is unknown when or where 
the third round was discharged. Detective Spiotto’s firearm and cartridges were photographed 
and impounded by SCSA Fletcher.  
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X. SEARCH WARRANTS  
 
On 12-19-16 at 20:16 hours, a telephonic search warrant authorized by the Honorable Judge 
Saragosa was obtained by Sergeant MacDonald. The premises to be searched included:  
 

- 5445 W. Flamingo Road, Las Vegas, Clark County, Nevada 
-  
-  

 
The search warrant authorized the following items to be seized: 
 

- 
  

  
 

 
  

 
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

 
  

  
 
The following personnel served the search warrants and documented the results: 
   
1) Sergeant MacDonald 
2) Detective Alsup 
3) Detective Jex 
4) Detective Patton 
5) Detective Penny 
6) CSA Supervisor Smink 
7) SCSA Fletcher 
8) SCSA Grover 
9) CSA Andrews 
10) CSA Cornell 
11) CSA Paine 
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The following items were photographed and impounded as part of the search warrant: 
  
5445 West Flamingo Road, Las Vegas, Clark County, Nevada 
 
1) Semiautomatic pistol 
2) Lead  
3) Copper jacket 
4) Blood swabs 
5) Sunglasses 
6) Cellular phone 
7) Wallet with miscellaneous cards 
 

 
 

  
  

 
2008 Chevrolet Suburban, 978YDE/Nevada, VIN: 3GNFK16388G188325 
 
No items of evidentiary value were located. Photographs were taken. 
 
SCSA Grover took overall photographs of the interior of the business and vehicle listed in the 
warrant. SCSA Grover photographed the items in place prior to recovering them.  
 
On 12-19-16, at approximately 19:38 hours, a telephonic search warrant authorized by the 
Honorable Judge Saragosa was obtained by Detective Jappe pursuant to the secondary 
investigation involving the apprehension of Clark. A secondary telephonic search warrant was 
also obtained at 20:08 hours due to Clark moving from the original search location to an adjacent 
apartment. The premises to be searched included: 
 

- 3851 Wynn Road, building Q, apartment 2078, Las Vegas, Clark County, Nevada 
- Person of Ronald Clark, DOB -70, CS# 1690597 
- 3851 Wynn Road, Building Q, Apartment 2077, Las Vegas, Clark County, Nevada 

 
The search warrant authorized the following items to be seized: 
 

- Firearms to include shotguns, handguns, and rifles; spent or live ammunition, firearm 
accessories, magazines, and paperwork. 

- Buccal swab from the person of Ronald Clark, DOB -70, CS# 1690597 
- Clothing to include a black hoodie or jacket, black Nike shoes, black sweatpants, and a 

red and white bandana. 
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The following personnel served the search warrants and documented the results: 
 

1) Sergeant MacDonald 
2) Detective Alsup 
3) Detective Patton 
4) Detective Penny 
5) SCSA Shrum 
6) CSA Paine 

 
The following items were photographed and impounded as part of the search warrant: 
  
3851 Wynn Road, Building Q, Apartment 2078, Las Vegas, Clark County, Nevada 
 

1) One pair black gloves 
2) One black beanie cap 
3) One gray t-shirt 
4) One black hooded sweatshirt 
5) One black sweatpants 
6) One pair black Nike high top shoes 

 
Person of Ronald Clark, DOB -70, CS# 1690597 
 

1) DNA buccal swab kit 
2) One pair of shoes 

 
3851 Wynn Road, Building Q, Apartment 2077, Las Vegas, Clark County, Nevada 
 

1) Photographs only 
 
SCSA Shrum took overall photographs of the interior of the apartments listed in the warrant. 
SCSA Shrum photographed the items in place prior to recovering them. CSA Paine took overall 
photographs of Ronald Clark and obtained the DNA buccal swab.  
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XI. DESCRIPTION OF THE SCENE AND VISIBLE EVIDENCE 
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The following narrative in italics was taken from the Crime Scene Investigation Report authored 
by SCSA Grover: 
 
5445 W. FLAMINGO RD 
 
VEHICLE(S): 
2008 CHEVROLET SUBURBAN; NV 978YDE; VIN 3GNFK16388G188325 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION: 
 On 12/19/16 at approx. 1525 hours, SCSA Fletcher 5221 and I responded to the above 
location to assist in the investigation of a non-fatal officer involved shooting involving an off 
duty Detective intervening in a robbery, arriving at approx. 1547 hours. Already present on 
scene were CSA Supervisor Smink 6556, CSA I Andrews 13766, numerous Patrol Officers, 
FIT Detectives Patton 8289, Colon 7585, Alsup 5782, Penny 6042, and Sgt. McDonald 4660, 
and CIRT Detectives. The animal hospital was located on the south side of Flamingo, facing 
north, with Solteros St. to the east, and having a north-south sidewalk along the east side of 
the building. The above listed vehicle was parked facing south northeast of the north front 
doors. 
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SCENE 
 The scene was located in the "dog" lobby of the animal hospital, and extended out the 
north front doors, over the terraced planter at the east side of the property, and included the 
sidewalk along the east side of the building/ west side of Solteros. An east-west sidewalk was 
exterior of the north front doors and extended along the north side of the business. The sidewalk 
continued east to an area covered with artificial turf which extended to the east end of the 
property. The parking lot and foundation elevation was above the level of Solteros and the 
sidewalk below. The terraced planter was between the sidewalk and the east end of the property 
and contained several shrubs. A "Speed Limit 25" sign was on the sidewalk adjacent to the 
terraced planter. 

 
 The dog lobby was located in the northeast corner of the building. The front double doors 
were located in the north wall near the northeast corner. Christmas presents were on the floor 
along the east wall with a Christmas tree in the southeast corner. A dog scale was along the 
south wall, south of the front doors, and a cabinet/counter and shelf unit were along the south 
wall west of the scale. A door was in the south wall west of the shelf unit, and accessed the back 
area of the business. Next to and west of the door was a cut-out/pass through area in the south 
wall. The front counter/reception desk bordered the west end of the dog lobby, facing east, and 
had a desk with a computer and drawers at the south end. The counter extended north from the 
south wall, then angled to the northwest, then angled and continued north to the north wall. A 
bench seat extended along the north wall adjacent to and east of the front counter. A small table, 
water cooler, and two chairs were along the north wall east of the bench seat. The front 
counter/reception area was also open to the “Cat” lobby area located in the northwest corner of 
the building. 
 

EVIDENTIARY OBSERVATIONS 
 Upon entering the north front doors, water was observed on the floor throughout the lobby 
area. The water cooler along the north wall was tipped over, and the water bottle was atop the 
east end of the north bench seat. Coins were scattered on the floor interior and east of the north 
doors. A pair of black sunglasses were on the floor near the south scale. Several areas of 
apparent blood stains were located on the floor, with the heaviest concentration being on the floor 
near the west end of the north bench, in the northwest corner of the lobby. Two pieces of a broken 
eyeglass case were on the floor along the south side of the lobby. An LG cell phone was on the 
floor northeast of the south door. Another cell phone in a case was on the floor south of the west 
end of the north bench. A dog muzzle was on the floor near the east end of the north bench, and 
upon closer examination had two holes in it. A pair of eyeglasses were on the floor near the 
southwest corner of the lobby near the front counter. A Beretta PX4 Storm, semi-auto, 40 caliber 
handgun, serial #  with black frame and grips was on the floor below and near the west 
end of the north bench. The gun was resting on its left side, pointing northeast. The magazine 
was not seated in the well, the safety was on, and the chamber was empty. The magazine had a 
capacity of 14 and contained eleven "Tulammo 40 S&W" cartridges. An apparent bullet impact 
(labeled “A”) was located in the tile baseboard on the northeast facing lower side of the west front 
counter, approx. 3" above the floor, approx. 4'7” north of RP (southwest corner of lobby), and 
approx. 1' northwest of the corner. A lead bullet fragment was on the floor near the west front 
desk, and a copper bullet fragment was on the floor northwest of the south door. An apparent 
bullet hole/impact (labeled "B") was observed in the ceiling near the east wall of the lobby, approx. 
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6” west of the east wall, and approx. 5”11' north of RP. The ceiling was 8'10" high. The bullet did 
not penetrate to the exterior, as the exterior east facing wall was covered in slate tile. A cash box 
and a black leather wallet were atop the west front counter. The wallet contained a Nevada I.D. 
card bearing the name Ronald H. Clark (3/12/70), a Virginia I.D. card bearing the name Ronald 
Hassan Clark, a social security card bearing the same name (SNN ), misc. other 
cards, and $187.00 in U.S. currency cash. The south drawer on the employee side of the front 
counter was open. 
 
 Several blood stains were located on the sidewalk exterior of the north front doors. A 
possible partial footwear impression in blood was located on the sidewalk exterior and northeast 
of the north front doors. A Smith & Wesson 38 SPL+P, Airweight five shot revolver, model 642-
1, serial #  with stainless frame was located on the sidewalk along the east side of the 
building between the Speed Limit sign and the planter retaining wall. The revolver was on its left 
side pointing northeast, with the cylinder open and two cartridges on the ground adjacent to and 
below the gun. Three cartridge cases remained in the cylinder, with one of them being partially 
out of the cylinder. Plant material was on the sidewalk north of the gun, and one of the plants in 
the terraced planter was disturbed with leaves off the plant and on the dirt. 
 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
 Digital images were taken by undersigned showing: location; overalls of the scene 
including mentioned items for identification, location, and condition; the partial apparent 
footwear impression in blood; interior and exterior views of the above listed vehicle for 
identification, location, and condition including a locked safe in the center console; and the 
search warrant and return paperwork. 
 
EVIDENCE 
 All evidence was recovered and impounded by SCSA Fletcher and included the 
following: both firearms and contents; two bullet fragments; six swabs of apparent blood; the 
black sunglasses; and the wallet and contents. Refer to attached Evidence Impound Report 
for details. The LG cell phone was recovered by Fit Detectives on scene. The eyeglasses, 
eyeglass case, dog muzzle, and cell phone in case were turned over to Fit Detectives 
(reportedly belong to victim). 
 
 The vehicle was searched with no additional evidence located or recovered. 
 
DIAGRAM 
 A diagram of the scene was completed by CSA I Andrews and included in the case file. 
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 All responding CSA's cleared the scene at approx. 2200 hours. 
 
Evidence Recovered 

The following items were recovered at 5445 W. Flamingo Road and impounded by SCSA 
Fletcher:   
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PACKAGE 1: 
ITEM 1 – One (1) .40 caliber semi-automatic handgun (Beretta Px4 Storm; serial # ; 
black/black; 3 ¾” barrel; made in Italy, imported by Beretta USA, Gardone, VT)   
 
ITEM 1A –  One (1) 14-round firearms ammunition magazine ("PB Cal .40 S.W. Made in Italy")   
 
ITEM 1B - Eleven (11) cartridges ("Tulammo 40 S&W")   
 
PACKAGE 2: 
ITEM 2 – One (1) 5-shot .38 SPL caliber revolver handgun (Smith & Wesson Airweight 642-1 38 
SPL + P; serial ; stainless steel/black; 2" barrel; made in USA, no importer)   
 
PACKAGE 3: 
ITEM 2A – Two (2) cartridges ("R-P 38 SPL + P")   
 
PACKAGE 4: 
ITEM 2B – Three (3) cartridge cases ("R-P 38 SPL + P")   
 
PACKAGE 5: 
ITEM 3 – One (1) bullet fragment (lead) 
 
ITEM 4 – One (1) bullet fragment (copper jacket)   
 
PACKAGE 6: 
ITEM 5 – One (1) swab of apparent blood  
  
ITEM 6 – One (1) swab of apparent blood  
  
ITEM 7 – One (1) swab of apparent blood   

   
ITEM 8 – One (1) swab of apparent blood   
   
ITEM 9 – One (1) swab of apparent blood   
 
ITEM 10 – One (1) swab of apparent blood   
 

PACKAGE 7: 

ITEM 11 – One (1) pair of black sunglasses (“Oakley Servo XL”)  

 

PACKAGE 8: 
ITEM 12- One (1) black leather wallet containing NV Identification card in the name of Ronald 
H. Clark (dob /70), a Virginia Identification card in the name of Ronald Hassan Clark; a 
social security card in the name of Ronald Hassan Clark (ssn ); a debit card in the 
name of Linda Clark ); other miscellaneous cards in the name of Ronald 
Clark; and players cards and business cards  
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PACKAGE 9: 

ITEM 13 - U.S. Currency ($187.00) [LVMPD Money Accounting Report, pink copy]   

UMC TRAUMA (Person of Detective Spiotto) 
 
The following narrative in italics was taken in part from the Crime Scene Investigation Report 
authored by CSA Cornell: 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION: 

   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Evidence Recovered  
 
The following items were recovered at 1800 W. Charleston Boulevard and impounded by CSA 
Cornell: 
 

 
   

 
 

   
 

 
   

 
 

.   
 
2008 Chevrolet Suburban, 978YDE/Nevada 

 

The vehicle was parked in the north parking of 5445 W. Flamingo Road, outside of the dog 

entrance to the animal hospital.   

Evidence Recovered  
 
Photographs only. 
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The below narrative was taken from the Crime Scene Investigation Report authored by SCSA 
Shrum. In the scene description of SCSA Shrum’s original report, apartments 2077 and 2078 
were transposed in position. The below narrative reflects the proper descriptions and positions 
of the apartments.  
 
3851 WYNN RD. #2077 & 2078 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION: 
 On this date, at approximately 2250 hours, I arrived at the above location reference a 
follow-up, officer involved, search warrant on apartment #2078. Upon my arrival, I met with Sgt. 
MacDonald #4660 and Detective J. Patton #8289. The scene was located in building Q, which 
was situated east/west in middle of the complex. Apartments #2077 and 2078 were on the upper 
level, east end of the building. Apartment #2078 was on the west side of the stairs and #2077 
was east of the stairs. The apartments faced south.   
 
Apartment #2078 
 The door to #2078 opened to a centrally located living room, dining room and kitchen with 
a bedroom on the east side and bedroom and bathroom on the west side. The west bedroom 
was filled with furniture and personal belongings. There was an opening to the attic, in the closet, 
with insulation spilled inside the closet and disturbance to the insulation inside the attic. 
 There were 2, black beanie hats on the floor between the west bedroom and the 
bathroom. A pair of black, knit gloves with the fingers inside out, were on the dining table. The 
east bedroom had a black garbage bag next to the bed. The bag contained trash and clothing. 
The clothing removed from the trash were: a grey Nike t-shirt, a black, hooded sweatshirt that 
was inside out, a black beanie hat inside the hood of the sweatshirt, a pair of black sweat pants 
and a pair of black Nike high-top shoes, with a silver swoosh. A piece of black material with 
brown substance on back, fell from within the sweatshirt.  
 
Apartment #2077 
 Apartment #2077 was a one bedroom apartment. The door opened into a living room 
with kitchen and dining area north of the living room and a bathroom and bedroom east of the 
living room. There was damage to the vent in the ceiling, near the bedroom door and also to 
the roof, inside the bedroom. Insulation was spilled all over the dresser, bed and floor of the 
bedroom as well as in the hallway. 
 

EVIDENCE 
 The clothing removed from the trash-bag in the east bedroom of #2078 was collected 
along with the knit gloves on the dining room table. These items were impounded as evidence, 
please see attached Evidence Impound Report for details. 
 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
 Digital images were recorded showing the address location and overall views of the scene 
as described above, to include apartment #2078 for layout and to show the location of recovered 
items of evidence as well as those items for identification. Additional images were recorded 
showing apartment #2077 for layout and to show damages as described. Finally, images were 
taken showing the search warrant and return for both apartments. 
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No further action taken at this time. 

Evidence Recovered  
 
The following items were recovered at 3851 Wynn Road, building Q, apartment #2078 and 
impounded by SCSA Shrum:  

 
PACKAGE 1 
Item #1: One (1) pair of black, knit gloves. 
 
PACKAGE 2 
Item #2: One (1) grey, Nike t-shirt (XXL).   
 
Item #3: One (1) black, “Russell Athletic” sweatshirt (3XL), inside out, with “LVHS Wildcats” logo 
on the front.   
 
Item #4: One (1) black, knit beanie hat.   
 
Item #5: One (1) pair of black, Custom Sport Gear” sweat pants (XL).   
 
PACKAGE 3  
Item #6: One (1) pair of black, Nike, High-top tennis shoes (12.5) with silver swoosh.   
 
PACKAGE 4 
Item #7: One (1) piece of black material with brown substance on back.  

The following narrative in italics was taken from the Crime Scene Investigation Report authored 
by CSA Paine: 
 
LVMPD Headquarters (Person of Ronald Clark, DOB/ 1970, ID# 1690597) 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION: 
 
On December 19, 2016 at approximately 2300 hours, I responded to LVMPD Headquarters at 
the request of Detective Penny #6042 in reference to a follow up investigation of an Officer 
Involved Shooting. 
 
Digital images were recorded of Ronald Clark (DOB: /70) for identification and condition, 
including dirt throughout his clothing, head, and hands, and a laceration to the top of the head 
and the back of the left hand (with and without scale). The images also included the subject 
wearing a pair of red, black, and grey "Nike" sneakers (Item #2). 
 
Additional digital images were recorded of the Search Warrant and Return. 
 
A buccal swab kit (Item #1) was collected from Ronald Clark (DOB: /70). The buccal swab 
kit and sneakers were impounded as evidence. 
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No further action was taken. 
 
Evidence Recovered 
 
The following items were recovered at LVMPD headquarters, 400 S. Martin Luther King 
Boulevard and impounded by CSA Paine: 
 
Package #1: 
 
Item #1: One (1) buccal swab kit   
 
Package #2: 
 
Item #2: Two (2) black/grey/red “Nike” sneakers, unknown size 
 
XII. PERSONS CONTACTED  
 
The following persons were contacted reference their knowledge of the facts and circumstances 
related to the incident:  
 
LVMPD Officers/Personnel    
 
Sergeant Victor Sabino, P# 5469 
Date of hire:   -97 
Area of assignment:  EAC 
Squad:   EA24 
Call sign:    
Vehicle:   10683 
Shift hours:   06:30-16:30 hours 
Days off:   Thursday/Friday/ Saturday 
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
Officer Michael Springer P# 6278 
Date of hire:   99 
Area of assignment:  PEAP 
Shift hours:   07:00-17:00 hours 
Days off:   Friday/Saturday/Sunday 
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview 
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Civilians  
 
Angel Anderson    
DOB: 18-93  
SSN:  
Address: 7836 Seychelles Court 
 Las Vegas, NV 89129 
Phone number:  
Employer: West Flamingo Animal Hospital  
Occupation:  Technician 
Shift hours: Varies 
Days off: Varies  
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
Sherri Chase 
DOB: -70  
SSN:  
Address: 8904 Beach Front Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89117  
Phone number:  
Employer: West Flamingo Animal Hospital  
Occupation:  Receptionist 
Shift hours: 07:30-18:00 hours 
Days off: Friday/Saturday/Sunday  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
 
Jeremiah Dieckman    
DOB: -82  
SSN:   
Address: 3851 Wynn Road, Apartment 2078 
 Las Vegas, NV 89103 
Clark’s roommate; provided an audio recorded interview  
 
Tera Doyle 
DOB: -81 
SSN:  
Address: 5375 Retablo Avenue, Apartment 2 
 Las Vegas, NV 89103 
Witness; provided audio recorded interview 
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Debra Finn 
DOB: -71  
Address: 2126 Big Boulder Drive 
 N. Las Vegas, NV 89031 
Phone number:  
Employer: West Flamingo Animal Hospital  
Occupation:  Receptionist 
Shift hours: Varies 
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
Brittney Hanna 
DOB: -90  
SSN:  
Address: 10981 Moon Beam Glow 
 Las Vegas, NV 89135 
Phone number:  
Employer: West Flamingo Animal Hospital  
Occupation:  Receptionist 
Shift hours: Varies 
Days off: Monday/Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday 
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
 
Paul Harbaugh 
DOB:    -76 
SSN:     
Address:   4256 Zavala Street 
    Las Vegas, NV 89103 
Phone number:   
Occupation:   Apartment manager 
Witness; provided a written statement 
 
Elisha Hatton 
DOB: -83  
SSN:  
Address: 6423 Dallaswood Lane 
 Las Vegas, NV 89156 
Phone number:  
Employer: West Flamingo Animal Hospital  
Occupation:  Lead receptionist 
Shift hours: Varies 
Days off: Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
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Lashawn Hill 
DOB: -79  
Address: 5411 Retablo Avenue, Apartment C 
 Las Vegas, NV 89103 
Occupation:  Unemployed 
Provided a non-recorded verbal statement 
 
Shay Mourik 
DOB:    83 
SOC:     
Address:   6581 Tamarus Street, #103 
    Las Vegas, NV 89119 
Phone number:   
Employer:   Somerpointe Resorts 
Occupation:   Timeshare sales representative  
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
Anne Panetta 
DOB: -42  
Address: 8346 Mt. Nido Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89147 
Phone number:  
Occupation:  Retired 
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
 
James Preddy    
Work Address: 1800 W. Charleston Boulevard 
 Las Vegas, NV 89102 
Employer: University Medical Center of Southern Nevada – Trauma Center 
Occupation:  Physician  
Shift hours: Varies 
Days off: Varies  
Provided a written voluntary statement  
 
Moises Torres Flores 
DOB: -62  
Address: 822 Holly Sprigs Court  
 N. Las Vegas, NV 89037 
Phone number:  
Witness; provided a written statement 
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Christopher Yach 
DOB: -62  
Phone number:  
Employer: West Flamingo Animal Hospital  
Occupation:  Owner and head veterinarian 
Shift hours: Varies 
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
XIII. INVESTIGATION  
 
Detective Lance Spiotto 
 

Per LVMPD Policy 6/002.04, Post Use of Force Procedures, an involved officer may provide a 
recorded statement to FIT investigators. If given, involved officer statements are taken at least 
48 hours after the incident unless waived by the involved officer.  

On 12-21-16, at approximately 15:33 hours, Sergeant MacDonald contacted the Las Vegas 
Police Protective Association and was advised Detective Spiotto was declining to provide a 
voluntary statement to FIT investigators.   

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 

   
 

 
   

 
Anne Panetta 
 
On 12-19-16, at approximately 16:30 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Anne Panetta at 5445 W. Flamingo Road. Below is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Panetta was finished with her appointment for her dog and was at the register paying. A male 
[Ronald Clark] approached the counter and told the receptionist “say nothing, just give me the 
money.” Panetta immediately grabbed her dog and moved into an open door that led into an 
employee area. After retreating to the back of the business, Panetta heard two loud bangs. 
Panetta would not be able to recognize Clark if she were to see him again.  
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Debra Finn 
 
On 12-19-16, at approximately 17:12 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Debra Finn at 5445 W. Flamingo Road. Below is a summary of the interview; for 
complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Finn was the receptionist at the front desk on the dog side lobby of the animal hospital. There 
were two customers inside the front lobby, Anne Panetta and Detective Spiotto. Finn had known 
Detective Spiotto for four years and knew he was in law enforcement. As Panetta was checking 
out, a man [Ronald Clark] walked into the hospital and directly to the counter. Clark was covered 
by a black hoodie, sunglasses, and a red bandana. Clark said, “Give me your cash.” Finn 
observed Clark’s right hand in his hoodie pocket and believed he was holding a gun in the 
pocket. It appeared Clark knew where the cash box was located. Clark grabbed the cash box 
and turned to leave. Just when Clark was almost to the door to exit the business, Detective 
Spiotto pulled out his weapon and told the man to “drop your gun.” Finn did not hear Detective 
Spiotto announce he was a police officer. Finn crawled to the back of the building, and then she 
heard a gunshot. Finn could not recognize Clark if she saw him again. 
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Sergeant Victor Sabino 
 
On 12-19-16, at approximately 17:46 hours, Detective Colon conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Sergeant Sabino at 5445 W. Flamingo Road. Also present for the interview was 
LVPMSA representative Sergeant Jotz. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete details 
refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Sergeant Sabino responded to a robbery call at the West Flamingo Animal Hospital where shots 
had been fired. Sergeant Sabino arrived and saw an employee pointing toward Solteros Street. 
A citizen advised Sergeant Sabino, “The officer is over there.” 
 
Sergeant Sabino saw Detective Spiotto, who he recognized, on the sidewalk by a speed limit 
sign holding a department radio and an LVMPD flat badge. Detective Spiotto appeared to have 
facial injuries and was bleeding. Detective Spiotto advised he was inside the animal hospital with 
his dog when a black male [Ronald Clark] entered the business and committed a robbery with a 
firearm. Detective Spiotto believed he fired at least two shots when he confronted Clark. 
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Detective Spiotto also believed Clark may have been in possession of his off duty firearm. 
Sergeant Sabino requested medical personnel and set up a perimeter.  
 
Sergeant Sabino described Detective Spiotto as disoriented and very concerned for his dog who 
was inside the animal hospital.  

 
 

 
Medical personnel transported Detective Spiotto to UMC Trauma Center. 
 
Sherri Chase 
 
On 12-19-16, at approximately 17:50 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Sherri Chase at 5445 W. Flamingo Road. Below is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Chase was in the front reception area of the animal hospital when she heard a co-worker yell to 
“get down!” Chase turned and saw what she believed to be a tall male [Ronald Clark] completely 
covered by clothing. Clark had on a black hooded sweatshirt pulled over his head, and a red 
bandana with paisley design that covered his face. Clark grabbed something off the counter, 
placed it against his chest and turned to leave. Chase got down to the ground, but looked up 
one more time when she observed Clark turn back toward the reception again. Chase worried 
about what would happen and began to make her way toward the back of the business. As 
Chase went down the hall, she heard a loud gunshot. Chase continued down the hall and heard 
another gunshot. Chase could not recognize Clark if she saw him again. 
 
Brittney Hanna 
 
On 12-19-16, at approximately 18:14 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Brittney Hanna at 5445 W. Flamingo Road. Below is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Hanna was at the front counter of the animal hospital when she heard the door open. Hanna 
turned to see who had entered and observed a man [Ronald Clark] dressed in a black hoodie, 
red bandana, blue jeans and sunglasses. Clark went directly to the counter and demanded, 
“Give me the cash!” The receptionist, Debra Finn, put her hands up, backed away and stated 
she did not have any cash. Clark reached over the counter, opened a drawer and took the cash 
box. Somebody said to call the police when Clark turned around and pointed the gun at all of 
them. Hanna grabbed one of the other employees and ran toward the back of the building. As 
she ran toward the back of the building, Hanna heard two loud bangs which she believed may 
have been gunshots.  
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Angel Anderson 
 
On 12-19-16, at approximately 18:20 hours, Detective Colon conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Angel Anderson at 5445 W. Flamingo Road. Below is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Anderson, who worked at the West Flamingo Animal Hospital, was driving there for a Christmas 
party. Anderson drove west on Flamingo Road and observed a patrol vehicle pass her and park 
in front of the animal hospital. 
 
Anderson went south on Solteros Street and parked just south of the animal hospital. Anderson 
saw a male [Ronald Clark] run south from the area on Solteros Street. Anderson then observed 
a customer of the animal hospital, Detective Spiotto, who she knew was a police officer, by the 
wall, with blood on his neck and appeared “woozy.” Detective Spiotto pointed south toward a 
fleeing Clark. A uniformed officer made contact with Detective Spiotto, and told Anderson to get 
back. 
 
Anderson was unable to give a description of Clark. 
 
Elisha Hatton 
 
On 12-19-16, at approximately 18:39 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Elisha Hatton at 5445 W. Flamingo Road. Below is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Hatton was in the receptionist area of the animal hospital when she turned and observed a male 
[Ronald Clark] wearing all black with a bandana over his face. Hatton saw co-worker Debra Finn 
with her hands up and immediately believed they were being robbed. Clark demanded money, 
reached over the counter and grabbed the cash box out of the drawer. After Clark grabbed the 
cash box, he produced a gun and pointed it at Finn. Clark did not fire the weapon. Clark turned 
and walked toward the front door. As Clark headed toward the front door, Detective Spiotto said 
something to him and drew his own weapon. All of the receptionists went to the floor and moved 
toward the back of the business. As Hatton headed to the back, she ran into Doctor Yach and 
advised him of a man with a gun in the front. Hatton heard a loud noise that the group believed 
was a gunshot.  
 
Doctor Christopher Yach 
 
On 12-19-16, at approximately 19:07 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Doctor Christopher Yach at 5445 W. Flamingo Road. Below is a summary of the 
interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Doctor Yach was walking from the back of the business toward the front when he encountered 
employees running toward him. The employees told Doctor Yach there was a man [Ronald Clark] 
in the front with a gun. As he assisted in getting the employees to a closed room, Doctor Yach 
heard what sounded like a scuffle in the front. Doctor Yach also heard what sounded like two 
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gunshots from the front of the business. After the gunshots, Doctor Yach learned from 
employees one of the men in the front was Detective Spiotto, an off duty police officer.  
 
Doctor Yach went to the front of the business and observed Detective Spiotto near the front door 
yelling for help. Doctor Yach observed a wallet on the ground which he picked up, hoping it 
would identify the person in the door. The wallet belonged to a black male. With assistance from 
the other employees, Doctor Yach learned the person in the doorway was Detective Spiotto. 
Doctor Yach offered assistance to Detective Spiotto, who had blood on his face and head.  
 
As he waited for the police, Doctor Yach observed the cash box on the ground inside the lobby 
of the business. He picked up the cash box and placed it on the counter near the wallet he had 
retrieved from the floor. 
 
Jeremiah Dieckman 
 
On 12-19-16, at approximately 20:41 hours, Detective Colon conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Jeremiah Dieckman at 3851 Wynn Road. Below is a summary of the interview; for 
complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Dieckman lived at 3851 Wynn Road, apartment #2078, with Tyrone Plummer and Ronald Clark. 
Dieckman believed Clark worked nights as a promoter on the Strip, and he paid his rent to 
Plummer. 
 
On 12-19-16, Clark left the apartment at noon and returned at approximately six o’clock. Clark 
walked into the apartment and told Dieckman to turn on the news. Clark stated, “Oh no! Oh no! 
I feel like I’ll be going to jail.” Dieckman asked Clark why. Clark responded, “Because I was trying 
to rob the Flamingo Animal Hospital and some white dude [Detective Spiotto] pulled out a pistol, 
tried to be a hero, and tried stop me.” 
 
Clark stated Detective Spiotto pulled out a gun to stop him. They got into a wrestling match and 
while wrestling the gun went off and Clark ran out of there. Dieckman asked Clark why he would 
rob an animal hospital and Clark responded, “Man, you don’t know what it’s like when you get 
desperate. You gotta do what you gotta do.” 
 
Clark went to his room and changed his clothing. Clark was originally wearing a black sweatshirt 
and changed into a maroon colored jacket. Clark was pacing around inside when they both heard 
the police outside calling for Clark to exit. Clark manipulated the air conditioner vent, then 
entered Plummer’s bedroom. Dieckman heard a loud noise come from the room and realized 
Clark entered the attic from Plummer’s bedroom closet. Shortly after, Dieckman and Plummer 
exited the apartment and made contact with the police. 
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Ronald Clark 
 
On 12-19-16, at approximately 23:10 hours, Detectives Penny and Alsup conducted an audio 
and video recorded interview with Ronald Clark at LVMPD headquarters, 400 S. Martin Luther 
King Boulevard. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the interview 
transcript. 
 
Clark was advised of his Miranda rights by Detective Penny, who read from LVMPD form 148, 
Advisement for Custodial Interrogation (Adults), which Clark stated he understood. During the 
interview, Clark stated he and his friend, Jeff, were together and had intentions of buying heroin.  
Clark stated several times he was just the driver, and later asked if he was under arrest for what 
happened at the animal hospital.   
 
Clark advised he drove to the animal hospital and waited in the car. While waiting in the car, 
Clark heard a loud bang and saw Jeff run towards the car. Clark said Jeff was a friend who he 
was hanging with that day. After Jeff jumped into the car, Clark drove to the area of the Gold 
Coast Hotel & Casino where he got out of the car. Jeff got behind the wheel and drove away 
from the area. Clark could not find his wallet and believed he and Jeff mixed up wallets.  
 
Clark denied being inside of the animal hospital and committing the robbery. Clark did not 
provide any information about the officer-involved shooting. 
 
Doctor James Preddy 
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Shay Mourik 
 
On 12-28-16, at approximately 10:20 hours, Detective Penny and Detective Patton conducted 
an audio recorded interview with Shay Mourik at 6581 Tamarus Street, #103. Below is a 
summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Mourik was contacted by Detective Penny in reference to his Beretta PX4 Storm, serial number 
PY27695, which he purchased in Colorado on 02-17-09. Mourik stated he purchased the 
handgun while living in Colorado and later moved to Las Vegas where he had registered it with 
the Henderson Police Department. Mourik stated he kept his pistol in a belly Velcro case on the 
top shelf of his bedroom closet for home protection.   
 
Mourik stated he became friends with Ronald Clark after meeting him at work several years 
prior. Mourik stated he knew Clark was a felon, was known for selling marijuana and Clark was 
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currently employed as a promoter on the Las Vegas Strip. Mourik said he had shown Clark his 
firearms, and Clark had knowledge of where the firearms were kept.   
 
On or around 12-15-16, Mourik stated Clark went to his apartment to hang out.  While hanging 
out, Mourik was in the bathroom and had left Clark alone inside of the apartment. A short time 
later, Clark stated he had to make a phone call and left abruptly.  Mourik asked Clark if he would 
be coming back, and Clark said he was not sure. Mourik thought that was unusual, but did not 
think anything more of it.   
 
On or around 12-20-16, Mourik received a phone call from a friend who knew Mourik was friends 
with Clark. Mourik’s friend asked if he heard about Clark being arrested.  Mourik became 
concerned and checked to see if his pistol was still in the closet and found it was missing. Mourik 
asked his girlfriend if she moved it and was told no. Mourik realized his pistol had been stolen 
and called 3-1-1 to report it.   
 
Mourik went to South Central Area Command to report his firearm stolen, and believed Clark 
was the person who stole it. Mourik was informed a police report could not be taken without the 
serial number of the firearm, which he did not know. Mourik returned home and was unsuccessful 
in locating the serial number.   
 
Mourik did not see Clark actually take his firearm. Mourik stated the only people who know he 
kept his gun in the closet were his girlfriend, two other friends who had not recently been to his 
apartment recently, and Clark. 
 
XIV. TIMELINE    
 
The below timeline is a reconstruction of events which transpired on Monday, 12-19-16, and 
Tuesday, 12-20-16, in relation to the non-fatal officer-involved shooting that occurred at 5445 W. 
Flamingo Road, Las Vegas, NV, 89103.  

 
Time 

(hours) 
Description of Event/Action Source 

12-19-16 
14:32:06 

Detective Spiotto entered the dog lobby with his dog.  
Detective Spiotto weighed his dog and sat on the 
bench closest to the lobby doors. 

West Flamingo Animal 
Hospital surveillance 
camera #16.    

14:33:43 Clark entered the lobby from outside and approached 
the counter. 

West Flamingo Animal 
Hospital surveillance 
camera #16.    

14:33:53 Clark committed the robbery. Detective Spiotto was 
seen retrieving his revolver. 

West Flamingo Animal 
Hospital surveillance 
camera #16.    

14:33:57 
to 

14:35:11 

Clark turned to leave and was confronted by Detective 
Spiotto. A physical fight ensued between Clark and 
Detective Spiotto. During the fight, two rounds were 
discharged from Detective Spiotto’s revolver. Clark 
was able to disarm Detective Spiotto, and during the 

West Flamingo Animal 
Hospital surveillance 
camera #16.    
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Time 
(hours) 

Description of Event/Action Source 

fight Clark pistol whipped Detective Spiotto. The fight 
continued outside until Clark was seen fleeing on foot. 

14:35:40 A 9-1-1 call from Sherri Chase was received reporting 
a robbery and male with a gun. Chase reported 
hearing two gunshots from inside the animal hospital.  
Multiple persons reporting (PRs) called 9-1-1 to report 
the robbery and shots fired. 

Computer Aided Dispatch 
(CAD) 

14:35:25 Detective Spiotto broadcast over the radio on the 
Spring Valley Area Command channel, “Control, R02, 
not logged on, 407 just occurred, shots fired.” Patrol 
units from SVAC and EAC responded to the scene. 

CAD 

14:43:22 Dispatch was advised an off duty police officer was 
involved. 

CAD 

14:44:37 A citizen reported a black male adult (BMA) was seen 
running from the area and entered an apartment. The 
address was updated to 5375 Retablo Avenue.    

CAD 

14:50:35 It was confirmed shots were fired by an off duty officer. CAD 
15:00:47 A wallet was located inside of the animal hospital; 

possible suspect by the name of Ronald Clark was 
broadcast. 

CAD  

     
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

16:21:46 An event (161219-2779) was created at 3851 Wynn 
Road, building Q, apartment 2078 by Major Violator 
Section detectives.   

CAD 

17:36:18 Major Violator Section detectives attempted to make 
contact with Clark, who ran back inside of his 
apartment. Information was obtained that Clark had 
entered the attic crawl space. 

CAD 

18:19:09 SWAT was requested and went en route to 3851 
Wynn Road. 

CAD 

19:34:14 SWAT took over the inner perimeter. CAD 

   
 

  
  

 
 

22:03:41 Clark was taken into custody by SWAT officers. CAD 
22:11:08 The scene at 5445 W. Flamingo Road was secured. CAD 
22:30:15 Clark was transported to LVMPD headquarters. CAD 
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Time 
(hours) 

Description of Event/Action Source 

12-20-16 
00:09:14 

The scene at 3851 Wynn Road, building Q, apartment 
2078 was secured. 

CAD 

00:49:57 Clark was transported to the Clark County Detention 
Center (CCDC) to be booked. 

CAD 

01:44:21 The booking of Clark into CCDC was completed. CAD 
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